
Cooperation and Development Network Eastern Europe

Strategy Statement 2013-2015

The Strategy Statement is a CDN document adopted by the General Assemby in which the vision of CDN 
internal and external development, scope of action and goals for the next two years are stated as directions for 
the Executive Committee members, Office and Member Organisations.  

1. Introduction

Cooperation and Development Network is dedicated to the development and empowerment of its Member 
Organizations, youth and green organizations from Eastern Europe, supporting their specific needs and efforts 
for starting and accomplishing social change and strengthening their role in society.

Ten years ago CDN was started as an idea of bringing youth of Eastern Europe together  under a green 
umbrella.  CDN spread from the Balkans  to  the Caucasus  and RUMB (the Russian Federation,  Ukraine,  
Moldova,  Belarus)  region,  set  a  tradition  of  annual  gatherings  of  Member  Organisations  in  Balkan  and 
Caucasus Regional Meetings, topical seminars, summer camps and the General Assembly.

In the next years we want to go further in developing CDN activites, internal development, cooperation with 
MOs, POs and other relevant international organisations and funders, opening perspectives and debates on 
issues relevant for youth and greens.  

2. Expanding CDN Membership

CDN has established stable Regional Meetings in Caucasus and the Balkans which shows that our MOs from 
those regions are fully involved and dedicated to CDN. To achieve a full perspective on the Balkans we aim 
to further support our MOs in the region as well as find new organisations from Kosovo and Montenegro 
which are in line with CDN aims and goals to join CDN in the next two years. We see it as our mission to 
accomplish the same in the RUMB region, we aim to explore this region in search for organisations from the 
Russian Federation and Moldova which would join CDN and enrich our Network.

3. Strategic planning and development of CDN's work and structures

CDN has grown and its structure and organisation has become more complex. CDN is a Network of Member 
organisations and its development should be influenced and encouraged by the Member organisations. For 
this reason we aim to begin with implementing Strategy Planning elements in our future events and meetings 
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which would facilitate the process of democratical and thought through development of CDN's work and 
structures. We believe that MOs should have the leading role in this process to ensure that CDN becomes a 
Network which will even better suit their needs and the needs of their membership.

During this process we also want to requestion and restructure the Working groups as functional, resource 
providing and independent bodies within CDN.

Next to our already established and successful forms of events to want to explore the possibility of providing 
more access to our existing events to youth from non-MOs sharing common  ideas and green outlook on 
society. We also aim to establish an CDN Open Event which would allow youth from non-MOs, international 
organisations with which we can find common grounds, institutions, funders to share experiences, learn from 
each other, explore cooperation and ideas. This Open Event would allow youth and organisations who are not 
familiar with CDN to experience the full CDN experience, non-formal education and its methods hopefully to 
start using them in their work.

4. Explore new ways of cooperating among Member Organisations

CDN has devoted a great effort, with the help of its MOs, to establish a tradition of Regional Meetings in 
Caucasus and the Balkans. The new challenge is to establish a similiar event for the RUMB region. Although 
Regional Meetings were a success and great opportunities for regional cooperation CDN is open and willing 
to accept changes to the concept or Regional Meetings as well as encouraging and supporting new ways of 
MOs to cooperate among themselves within or outside of CDN framework.

5. New tools and methods in educational work

CDN has always aimed to make its events a learing experience, not only topic-wise but by using creative and 
unique working methods relying on non-formal education and experiental learning. In the future we strive to 
continue  with  exploring  and developing  new tools  and methods  in  educational  work and to  collect  and 
dissiminate our working methods across the Network. We want CDN to become a reference center for non-
formal education on youth participation and green topics. For this reason we believe it is important to invest 
time and resources in educating and training members of the EC and Office in particular so that they can 
serve as multipliers for the entire Network.
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6. Promoting Green Philosophy and Practices in Eastern Europe

Alongside pushing forward the methods used in CDN events topics and content need to be challenged, too. In 
the next  years  we wish to  jump-start  relevant  and edge-cutting  discussions  concerning youth  in  Eastern 
Europe and green issues. In order to have fruitful discussions and the readiness to move from discussing to 
action we need to focus on developing anaytical skills for understanding of social processes in Europe within 
our MOs and their membership as well as within the EC.  We aim to hold trainings on political skills (for 
example  policy-writing,  public  speech and etc.)  to  empower our  MOs and their  membership  to  actively 
engage in the political processes and to put to use all their knowledge and resources.

7. Web development & promotion

CDN  wants  to  see  itself  as  an  actor  on  the  green  movements  scene  and  wants  to  engage  in  better  
communication with this scene as well as the rest of the world. In order to do this we recognize that it is an  
important  project  to  improve  our  presence  on  the  internet  and social  media.  We aim to  modernize  our 
website, improve its function and make it more infomative and interactive. CDN holds great knowledge and a 
great fund of resources which we would like to share with MOs and other organisations by starting an on-line 
library of resources on youth participation, educational and green issues. Even though CDN has been around 
for ten years we believe that in the next two years we need to work on our visual identity to become more 
recognizable, to experiment with creating our visual identity as a part of the green ideology visual.

8. Cooperation perspectives

We are open for cooperation with partners from other regions and continents considering the relevance for 
YGs in Eastern Europe and the resources at hand.
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